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Foreword
Timo Schmitz
Chief Editor
Dear readers,
We are very proud to present the mid-year themed issue on Christianity with the motto “Jesus thou art
the sinner’s friend”. It was a huge challenge to define a special issue which is dedicated on a world
religion in a context for a philosophical and ethnological based journal, as a world religion on the one
hand has its roots in a certain place and one has to understand the history of the place to understand the
background of revelation, but on the other hand, the religion spread on all continents and is not solely
inherit anymore to its time as it was revealed. This can be clearly seen in Christianity from the early
periods onwards. From the first century AD to the fifth century, several communities existed with several
philosophies which all tried to grasp the word of Jesus, but nonetheless, since scriptures took a long way,
it was by far not sure which scripture was authentic and which not. This already led to quarrels very early.
A Christian denomination using the term “Catholicism” to describe a common ground of belief and
unifying a certain view already existed in the very early 2nd century, to be more precisely Saint Ignatius of
Antioch who served as bishop of Syria used the term already at around between 105 to 110 AD (we do
not know for sure). However, especially in Central Europe it is a widespread myth that in the first
centuries, there was no need to distinguish oneself from others, since only one Christian church existed.
The truth is the exact opposite. There were so many denominations that they fought against each other
and persecuted each other in claim of heresy. Another famous myth especially in Eastern Europe is the
idea that Orthodoxy came into being through Vladimir I. In fact, first forms of the Georgian Orthodox
church already existed in the 2nd century AD and were later formalized by Saint Nino, probably not later
than the 4th century. However, indeed with the growing influence of the Russian state, the Russian
church became a major influence in the 19th century and the Georgian Orthodox Church is very close to
other Eastern European Orthodox Churches now.
In the Renaissance, scientists tended to go back to Ancient knowledge. Arts, philosophy, geographical
knowledge, and also political institutions were inspired by the pre-Middle Ages civilizations. This also
occurred to religion, especially Christianity, where the Reformation was not a reform as we understand it
in the modern sense, but a restauration back to the origins of the church. While the average German
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nowadays mostly only knows Martin Luther, in fact there have been a lot of German reformators and
many of them were persecuted and later emigrated, giving ground to today’s churches in the USA.
German-speaking reformators were among others Balthasar Hubmaier (1485-1528) from Southern
Germany, Georg Aemilius (1517-1569) from nowadays Saxony-Anhalt, Johannes Aepinus (c. 1500-1553)
who served in Hamburg, Johannes Bader (c. 1490-1545) from Strasbourg who was active in Palatinate
(nowadays Rheinland-Pfalz), Berchtold Haller (1492-1536) from Southwestern Germany who served in
Switzerland, Erasmus Alberus (c. 1500-1553) from Hesse, though Luther remains the most famous one.
Other reformators include Arminius from the Netherlands, Calvin who was active in French-speaking
parts of Switzerland, Zwingli – the pendant from German-speaking Switzerland – and many others in all
of Europe. So it was not a revolt out of a sudden, but a natural development within its historical time
that shaped the post-1492 events.
In contemporary history, we can see a certain kind of reformation of the reformation, such as the Sacred
Name Movement founded in the 1930s by Clarence Orvil Dodd, Assemblies of Yahweh by John Meyer in
1966, and many others around the world such as the 1930s movement under Johane Maranke in
Zimbabwe, Samuel Crowther’s new Anglican church in Nigeria in the 19th century, and the Chinese
versions of Protestantism which are organized under the 1980 founded China Christian Council and the
1951 founded Three-Self Patriotic Movement. In addition, China has its own form of Catholicism.
The year 2018 is also of importance for Sorbians. According to Niederlausitz Aktuell, in the year 2018, the
Bible shall be reprinted in Lower Sorbian being the first time after 1868. The reason for the long
interruption is the threat that Sorbian faced for a long time. During the period of the Nazis, the Sorbian
language was strictly prohibited and during the times of the GDR, the state had no real interest to
support churches. However, this does not mean that the GDR prohibited all kinds of churches. As
Mormons in Eastern Germany always had to travel to Switzerland to get married in a Mormon Church,
the Communist party allowed the Mormons to build a Mormon Church as they feared that they would
not return once they left the country. To the opening of that church, even high delegates from the USA
came to visit the GDR. Anyways, to go back to the Protestant-Lutheran Sorbians, there have been tries to
republish a Sorbian Bible in Upper Sorbian in the 1960s and 1970s. This Bible was published in 2006 in
Bautzen (Budyšin) after resurrecting the spelling.
Finally, we have to ask, which standard shall this issue fulfill? We intend to serve a brought field, which is
not limited to theological content, but rather to topics that turn around the field in many disciplines.
Therefore, I will present a critical article about the history around the birth of Jesus under an atheist
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presumption as thought experiment. Nikolay Kuznetsov shows us some linguistic features of the Russian
language with emphasis on liturgy. Alexandru Drăgulin reviewed a book on the Christianization in
Lithuania. A few further entries by Iulian Mitran turn around a digital reconstruction of a church and a
visit to a hermit’s cave in Romania. In the art section, we present photos by Mariam Mangoshvili who
shows us the architectural style of the Samtavisi monastery in Georgia. To help students to get a quick
overview of major Cristian denominations, Iulian and me additionally made a list, which shall be a quick
help. Sadly, this issue does not really get out of a Eurocentric view and mainly focusses on Christianity in
Europe, however, I wish everyone fruitful results by working with this issue.
Sincerely yours,
Timo Schmitz, 12 May 2018
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Was Jesus born to an unmarried couple?
Timo Schmitz

In common speech, it is always told that Jesus was the child of Mary and Joseph, a married couple that
were on their way to Israel’s first census, when she gave birth. However, as of Luke 2:5 “ἀπογράψασθαι
σὺν Μαριὰμ τῇ ἐμνηστευμένῃ αὐτῷ, οὔσῃ ἐγκύῳ.” (Nestle GNT 1904) or “ἀπογράψασθαι σὺν Μαριὰμ
τῇ μεμνηστευμένῃ αὐτῷ γυναικί, οὔσῃ ἐγκύῳ.” (Scriveners Textus Receptus 1894 which equals to
Stephanus 1550 in this passage) – Mary was betrothed (ἐμνηστευμένῃ/μεμνηστευμένῃ) to him (αὐτῷ) –
i.e. Joseph – being (οὔσῃ) with a child. The word ἐμνηστευμένῃ which is often translated with betrothed
shows that something is incomplete and that their marriage was not yet completely fulfilled. The English
NIV translates Luke 2:5 as “Mary, who was pledged to be married to him and was expecting a child.”
Other versions such as the NRSV use the word ‘engaged’ in this context. In Biblical times, the Israelites
used to conduct arranged marriages, so love marriages were unknown. The parents used to choose a
partner without the couple’s consent and they had to get through a waiting period of sometimes more
than a year, as sexual activity before marriage was out of question. As such Matthew 1:18 reveals “His
mother Mary was pledged to be married to Joseph, but before they came together, she was found to be
pregnant through the Holy Spirit.” (NIV). However, verse 19 already reveals the problem of ancient time
“Because Joseph her husband was faithful to the law, and yet did not want to expose her to public
disgrace, he had in mind to divorce her quietly.” (NIV)
As such, the couple was according to Luke just engaged and Mary became pregnant, and therefore
Joseph has adultery in his mind. In Matthew 1:20, Joseph then had a dream in which the angel Gabriel
convinced him to accept the child since it was foreseen by God. If we just focus on Matthew 1:18-19, we
get the information that Mary and Joseph did not have sexual contact and Joseph was not the father. As
such, he assumes sexual misconduct by his fiancée. He wants to avoid her to be stoned to death as it was
common by Jewish law (see Deuteronomy 22:23-24), and thus only thought of a divorce in mind. The
mentioning of Joseph as ‘husband’ in Matthew 1:18 might go back to the Jewish custom that engaged
people were already considered husband and wife even if the ceremony did not take place yet and Mary
could have been punished for adultery like a married woman. In Luke 1:34, Mary is said to have known
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‘no man’ and thus adultery is impossible and Jesus must be a child by God. However, as Joseph White
points out: “Nothing about a vow is mentioned in Scripture. Mary’s response to the angel was based
upon the fact that it was obvious that the angel was speaking about an immediate conception, and since
Mary was at that time only engaged to Joseph, but not married, at that time she could not possibly
conceive in a natural manner, since she did not ‘know a man’” (White, 1998: 31)
As of Luke 1:28, Mary was informed about her pregnancy by the angel Gabriel – who also informed
Joseph – probably being in the 6th month of her pregnancy (and so her possible ‘misconduct’ was visible
to others). Therefore, Gabriel informed Mary that she did not sin, but that God gave her the child and
that her honour was not destroyed. He started with the Aramaic words “šlomlék bhtoolto
Maryam“ meaning „Hail, o virgin Mary!“ - “malyat taybooto“ meaning „full of grace“ (as of John 1:14).
These are until today the beginning words of the Ave Maria, or šlomlék Mariam ( )שלום לך מריםin
Aramaic.
Let’s imagine for a moment that God did not exist, what would it mean for the historicity? We could
assume that Mary was betraying her future husband and then tells a story about a prophecy that
appeared to her to avoid being stoned to death when the pregnancy became visible. As the Jewish
Canon proclaims that God will send a child on earth, it is the only way to make people convince that she
did nothing wrong. At the same time, she would have spread amazement, since people were awaiting
the messiah and the story would probably never be written down if it was just a common adultery.
Certain mistrust concerning the virgin concept already appeared in Matthew as “Matthew’s Gospel
asserts that Joseph did not father Jesus (Matt 1:18-25), but it is far from clear that Matthew believed in
the virgin birth (despite the nearly universal use of “virgin” to translate, accurately or not, Matt 1:23).
Whatever Matthew thought he knew about Jesus’ biological origins, he is careful to narrate that Joseph
obeys the angel’s directives to go through with his marriage to Mary and to name Jesus (Matt 1:24-25).
By doing so, Joseph accepts Jesus as his legal son, thus enabling him to inherit Joseph’s genealogy and to
be rightfully considered a descendant of King David” (Miller, without year). Miller further points out that
“Of the four Gospels then, only Matthew shows any interest in the question of whether Jesus was
legitimate, and Matthew is quick to clarify that Joseph ‘adopted’ Jesus and so made him his legitimate
heir.” (ibid.). Stephanie Landsem points out “Mary of Nazareth, unwed and pregnant, knew the
punishment she faced—stoning. She had nothing but the story of an angel to tell her parents and Joseph,
the man she had promised to marry. Joseph would have been well within his rights—even within his
duty—to expose her sin and witness her execution. It was only with the intervention of an angel and
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Joseph’s own faith-filled acceptance of the angel’s message, that saved both Mary’s life and the life of
her unborn baby, the Incarnation of God.” (Landsem, 2013)
Bulbeck (1948) mentions that the apocryphal gospels even give a deep inside and the Book of James
depicts Joseph in the moral dilemma whether he shall hide Mary’s sin or make the pregnancy manifest,
thus risking her to be condemned even in the case she is innocent and really bears a child of God. The
birth of Jesus is an important topic in Christian Apocrypha mainly spread through the depictions of James
(Protevangelium), Thomas as well as the Pseudo-Matthew. However, “If readers of these apocryphal
texts could see the modern nativity scenes, they would be surprised to find the baby Jesus in a stable: In
the infancy gospels, the birth takes place in a cave outside of Bethlehem […]. They might have expected
also to see a midwife in the scene; indeed, she does appear regularly in Eastern Orthodox depictions of
the nativity, helping Mary bathe the newborn. As the Protevangelium tells it, Joseph left Mary in the
cave and went into Bethlehem to find a midwife. But as Joseph and the midwife approached the cave,
they saw a bright cloud overshadowing it. The cloud then disappeared into the cave and a great light
appeared, which withdrew and revealed the baby Jesus” (Burke, 2014). Most accounts show a kind of
magical scene, which sheds the light that Mary did not really give birth, but that it was rather a
supernatural birth, so that she could keep her virginity. Burke further points out: “The apocryphal
accounts agree with Luke that the shepherds visited the Holy Family shortly after Jesus’ birth. In the
Western texts, the family then moves from the cave to a stable and places the baby in a manger.” (ibid.)
In addition, the Pseudo-Matthew popularizes the image of a very young Mary and an older Joseph,
something which is rather unlikely, though girls were married in a very young age. Even further, in
ancient Israel, the term for “virgin” was also used to describe a young woman in general and even
married women were called like that, so assuming her virginity just by this wording might be a trap.
To put it in a nutshell, Joseph and Mary were not married. They were just engaged, though the ancient
Jewish engagement is not to be compared with modern engagements. The parents chose the partners,
and marriage was merely a business or transaction. As such, the price for the bride was often not paid at
once, but in several steps, and so were the contractual duties. During that phase, the bride was already
promised to the groom including marital duties and was seen as married in vulgar language, though they
had no full marital rights, such as sexual contact, since the marriage transaction was not finished yet.
Only after all contractual duties were fulfilled and the price was paid, the marriage ceremony could take
place and full marriage rights were installed. Since Joseph and Mary were just promised to each other,
but not fully married, her pregnancy turned into a scandal and she had to justify herself to avoid being
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stoned. We assume that the couple would not have received any attention if they were legally married,
but since this was not the case, a public issue arose out of it. Mary went together with Joseph to the
census to Bethlehem, but she probably gave birth in a cave before arriving. Joseph assumingly went to
Bethlehem to ask for assistance and a midwife called Salome in the Gospel of James came to help them.
They then went together to Bethlehem and rested in a stable to keep the child warm and healthy. Even
though Joseph did not father the boy, he adopted him as of Matthew and raised him legally as his son
and thus as his heir.
On the other hand, from an Orthodox point of view, women were seen as men’s personal property and a
woman committing adultery would never have been protected, especially since Joseph did not know
Mary well and thus had no deep relation to her. This also means that in case that he was not the father,
it is likely, that he must really have had a dream or something like this, confirming Mary’s story as
otherwise any compassion to save her was rather unlikely if seen through historical glasses.

Literature:

Bulbeck, R.: The Doubt of St. Joseph, The Catholic Biblical Quarterly, Vol. 10, No. 3, 1948, pp. 296-309
Burke, Tony: Christmas Stories in Christian Apocrypha - The birth of Jesus in the apocryphal gospels, Bible
History Daily, 2014, https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/bibleinterpretation/christmas-stories-in-christian-apocrypha/ (retrieved on 3 February 2018)
Landsem, Stephanie: Unwed and Pregnant in Ancient Israel?, Illuminating History Through Fiction, 6
December 2013, http://www.stephanielandsem.com/2013/12/unwed-and-pregnant/ (retrieved on 3
February 2018)
Miller, Robert: Was Jesus Illegitimate?, without year, Bible Odyssey,
https://www.bibleodyssey.org:443/en/passages/related-articles/was-jesus-illegitimate (retrieved on 3
February 2018)
White, James: Mary – Another Redeemer? , Bloomington: Bethany House 1998
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Pre-Reformed Russian Orthography in Clerical and
Secular Spheres as a Symbol of the Russian National
Identity Outside Russia. Part 1: Theoretical
Justification
Nikolay Kuznetsov

The Orthography of Russian language was reformed by the Provisional Government in 1917, but this
reform was not accepted by the people of Russia. The Bolsheviks provided the reform again in 1918
transforming the Pre-Reformed Orthography into symbol of resistance against them. After their victory in
the Civil War many of Russians from various classes emigrated from Soviet Russia. In the Emigration
many of them continued to use the Old Orthography because of various reasons. The Pre-Reformed
Orthography was used in both secular and clerical spheres of the Emigrants’ life. This article is devoted to
the theoretical justification of the symbolical role of the Pre-Reformed Russian Orthography in
Emigration.

I.
First of all we need to clarify the terminology, we are using in this article.

There were two reforms of the Russian language in XX century. First was provided in 1917-1918 during
the Revolution and the Civil War, the second one in 1956 by the decrees of the Soviet Government. The
term Pre-Reformed Orthography is used only for the system that existed before the Revolution of 19171922. The systems introduced in 1917-1918 and in 1956 both are called as Reformed ones. It can be
explained, because the reform of 1956 just corrected some moments existed in the language before, not
providing any big changes in spelling (for example, in 1956 was made a rule to write abbreviation as USA,
not as U.S.A.), so the language of 1918 and 1956 differs not so much.
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For the Pre-Reformed Russian Orthography are also used these terms: Pre-Revolutionary, Imperial,
Czaric, Old and Traditional Orthography; and for the Reformed ones – New, Soviet or Bolshevik
Orthography and also Krívopisanie (Il’jin, 1956) (кривописание/кривописаніе – wrong spelling, from
Russian кривой (krivóy) – wrong and (на)писание (pisánie) – spelling; a game with Russian word
правописание (právopisanie) – orthography, literally: right spelling). The last one obviously has not
scientific but political subtext, but it says more about the relation to the reform among some groups of
Russia.

Russian Emigration is a term, used mostly for the Russian diaspora that was formed before the
Revolution of 1917-1922. Russians had emigrated from Russia and years before the Revolution, but it
was not a mass process. There were only single people, like Alexander Herzen or Vladimir Ilyanov (Lenin).
Before the Revolution there were thousands of Russians who left Russia and stayed abroad during the
centuries. During the Revolution, there were millions of them in ten years. In 1940s, 1960s and 1980s
there was also a mass emigration from the Soviet Union. The emigrants from that time also became a
part of the Russian diaspora, but they were mosty sovietized and we do not speak about them in this
article. Also, after the fall of the Soviet Union there are millions of Russians who live now abroad of the
Russian Federation, and they also could be called the diaspora, but not an emigration. So, in this paper,
Russian Emigration means the Russian diaspora which appeared in Europe, Americas and Asia in 1920s.

Actually, Russians abroad made a quasi-state existing on all continents. They had their own societies of
help, parishes, military, educational system. In 1920s-1930s they thought that the Bolsheviks will fall, and
they would return back to Russia. Because of it they stayed subjects of the Russian Empire, did not have
passports of the lands they lived in and translated Russian traditions on their children, including the
orthography they used before the exile.

Prof. M.V. Shkarovskij made a right note that the Russian emigrants abroad recreated many institutes of
the Pre-Revolutional Russia: educational and scientific system, publishing houses, traditions of art,
archives, museums, libraries and the Church (Shkarovskij, 2012: 45). That system is sometimes called as
the Second Russia or the Foreign Russia (Русское Зарубежье - Russkoje Zarubezhje), so it can describe all
the life of the Russians outside Russia as a way to keep their Russian identity alive. First of all, it was
provided by the literature, the church, and the political organizations, like Russian All-Militant Union,
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which consisted of the generals and the officers of the Former Russian Imperial Army and the Russian
Imperial House, united all Romanovs, that survived the Revolution, until the split in the Dynasty in 1930s1940s. Both organizations played a big role in keeping traditions, but they united not the whole Russian
Emigration, because there were many supporters of the Provisional Government, of the Left
Revolutionary Parties, banned in the Soviet Union, etc. And also the Monarchists abroad had not a
common leader of the Dynasty itself. It makes the cultural organizations more important in emigration
than the political ones.

In the beginning we also must say why the orthographical aspect is so important for the researches
about Russian Emigration. The language is one of the most important aspects of any ethnical or national
identities (Klejn, 2013: 22). It is not the main sign of ethnicity but is the basic sign of any national
processes, the item, which makes the nation alive. And for the diaspora it should be even more
important, than for the people who stayed in their Motherland. In that situation any problems, that exist
in language and deconstruct its unity, have the first grade importance for the community of emigrants,
who wanted to save and to translate their own national identity.

II.
The problem of Russians outside Russia is a field of research of many Russian and foreign historians. They
mostly are studying the political sphere, the ideologies of the Russian Emigrant Societies, the social
problems related with their statuses of apatrides, adaptation with new situations, integration processes,
Russian literature in emigration etc. For instance, clerical historiography was studied by Saint-Petersburg
Prof. Mikhail V. Shkarovskij (See Shkarovskij, 2012: 56-97). The question about reasons of using the Old
Orthography in various lands of the World is not so popular among the researchers, but there are some
works on it.

The first thing that we should talk about is the reform itself. It would be wrong to call the reform of
1917-1918 a Bolshevik Idea. The talks about reforming the Russian language was a long live idea: various
project of the spelling reform existed in Russia since XVIII century (See Kuznetsov, 2014). Here we are
speaking about the project that was discussed in Russian Imperial Academy in late 1890-1910s. But while
there was Ancient Régime in Russia, no one could say, that the reform would be accepted and supported
by the Government.
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First project of the reform was prepared in 1900. In 1904 H.I.H. Grand Duke Constantine Konstantinovich
of Russia was a President of a committee for the reform (Oglezneva, 2007: 16). Many professors,
academicians, scholars and teachers agreed, that the Russian Orthography had to be reformed. But,
many of people from that groups were against it. For instance, Professor Tomson in 1904 wrote a book,
in which he tells, why the reform is not a good idea (Tomson, 1904). So after all, the Government in 1912
decided to stop discussion and to keep the spelling without any changes proposed by the Committee.
One of the main reasons not to start the reform was a position, that it will make it difficult for the people
to read both secular (in Russian) and clerical (in Slavonic) books, that almost had no differences in
spelling before the Reform was provided.

So, what should be changed, by thoughts of the reformators? The main problem existed in the Russian
language (and actually, «the problem» that still exists), was a difference between the spelling and the
phonetics. It was, first of all, in the alphabet. The Russian language had three letters for the sound /i/ (и,
і, ѵ), two for the sound /f/ (ф, ѳ), two for the sound /’e/ (е, ѣ) and also had letter ъ that was used as a
soundless sign in the end of the word.

All these sounds were historical. For example, letters ѳ (fita or theta) and ѵ (izhica) were from the Greek
languages (θ (th) and υ (y)) and originally had other sounds: /ð/ for ѳ (just like in English «th» in
«theater»), /ü/ for ѵ (just like «y» in English «system»); both were used in the words of Greek origin, just
like орѳографія (orfografija, look on: orthography) and Сѵнодъ (Sinod, look on: Synod). Also we should
notice, that the letter ф (fert) was also taken for the Greek words instead of Greek φ (ph), because
originally Slavic languages had no sound /f/.

There is an interesting moment with the letter izhica (ѵ) in Russian Pre-Reformed Spelling. This letter was
rarely used in the Russian language. By 1913 there were only three words, in which we had to write
izhica: мѵро (miro - chrism), Сѵмволъ Вѣры (Simvol very – Credo) (look on символъ (simvol) – symbol)
and Сѵнодъ (Sinod – Synod). All of them were clerical words. Actually almost all words with izhica were
from the clerical sphere, e.g. names from the Holy Bible, liturgical and Church administrative terms, etc.

Letter ѣ (jat’) was for originally Slavic sound /æ/, that in some Slavic languages transfrormed into /’a/,
/i/, /’e/, /je/, /ije/ (by the way, in some Russian dialects, ѣ also transformed not to /’e/); there were
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many words which sounded the same but were written differently with ѣ and е. Some homographs see
in the Table 1.

Both letters и (izhe) and і (i decimal) were taken from the Greek (η (ē) and ι (i)) and sounded the same,
but there were differences in use with Russian words: letter і was used only before another vowel and in
the word міръ (mir – the Universe), that sounded like миръ (mir – peace) but had a different meaning.
Final letter ъ (jer) originally had a sound /ŏ/, that redused into null; by his origin it seems to be relative to
Latin final –us or Greek final –ος (-os).

So, the changes with sounds were the lead reason to make a reform of an alphabet. The second one was
connected with other orthographical rules, just like writing –аго or –яго (-ago or –jago) in the adjectives
in Gen.sg. intead of sounds /-avo/, /-jevo/. (Please note: after the reform this is writing not as –аво or –
ево (-avo or –jevo) but as –ого or –его (-ogo or –jego), so it tells about how unprepared and inconsistent
this reform actually was).

More about the reform itself and grammatical and orthographical changes see: Kuznetsov, 2012; and
about a discussion on the reformation of the language see: Grigorjeva, 2004. Please note, that the
authors of both works have different positions about the reform: Kuznetsov thinks, that it was a mistake
and language can be not reformed, but Grigorjeva fully supports the reform.

Table 1. Some homographs in the Modern Russian language, that did not exist in Pre-Reformed one.
Modern language

Pre-Reformed

Translation into English

language
мир(о) – mír(o)

символ – símvol
все/всё – vsé/vsë
обрусение – obrusénije
ведение – védénije
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миръ

peace; truce

міръ

world; secular world (rel.)

мѵро

chrism (rel.)

символъ

symbol

сѵмволъ

Credo (rel.)

все (vsjo)

everything

всѣ (vsje)

everyone

обрусеніе

becoming Russian by the force

обрусѣніе

becoming Russian by your own decision

веденіе

ruling, governing
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Modern language

Pre-Reformed

Translation into English

language

лечу – lechú
есть – jest’
некогда – nékogda
пафос – páfos
речь – rech
эфир – efír

вѣдѣніе

knowing, science

лечу

(I) am flying

лѣчу

(I) am healing

есть

are

ѣсть

to eat

некогда

(there is) no time

нѣкогда

once

Пафосъ

Paphos (island)

паѳосъ

pathos

речь

to speak

рѣчь

speech

эфиръ

broadcast

эѳиръ

ether

(Source: Kuznetsov, 2012)

III.
When the Parliament overthrew the Emperor, the Provisional Government started the discussion and
decreed to teach the new orthography in all schools of the Russian Republic since September 1, 1917.
But many schools decided not to support this decree. When the reform was provided, writers also
negatively answered on it (Kaverina, Leschenko, 2008: 118), because in some aspects it deconstructed
the traditional image of the words.

When November 7, 1917 the Bolsheviks overthrew the Provisional Government, they decreed again to
use the reformed orthography in schools and in all public spaces since January 1, 1918 (Oglezneva, 2007:
17). But the people were against it, because the reform «did not make people more literate, it made
them more illiterate» (Mordukhaj-Boltovskoj, 2009: 1). Decision to establish the new orthography for the
Russian language was made by «academician who have never worked in school teaching children» (Ibid).

Despite the reform was prepared by the Imperial academicians and decreed by the Provisional
Government, it was associated with the Bolsheviks, who established it both: by two decrees and by
force. So, the reform was even called as «a Socialist bastard» (Mordukhaj-Boltovskoj, 2009: 2). And, what
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also could be a reason not to support that «bastard», the Bolsheviks proclaimed using of the PreReformed Orthography the Crime against the State (Kaverina, Leschenko: 2008: 122). So, what if you are
not supporter of that State?

It made this question a political one. Now, anyone who was against the Bolsheviks could use the
Traditional Orthography against the Krivopisanije of the Soviets. This is similar with a position of the
Russian philosopher Ivan Il’jin, who was a supporter of the Old Spelling and said in his works, that «Soviet
Union is not Russia» (Il’jin, 2007). So, it could say, that in opposition to Soviet Russian, the Pre-Reformed
Orthography could be used as a symbol of Russianity (from Russian: русскость – russkost’, Russian
identity) (Also in: Grigorjeva, 2004: 141).

On the other hand, the letter Ѣ became a symbol of the Old Russia, the Russian Ancient Régime itself
(Kaverina, Leschenko, 2008: 117). The symbol of State, not of the nation, We think, that it said more
about a symbolical role of the Pre-Reformed Orthography for the Russians outside of Russia. But this
cannot be the final answer on the question of that article, because it says only about a relationship
between the Fallen Empire’s image and the Emigrated Subjects, not about a personality and identity.

Periodicals in Europe used the Old Orthography from the 1920s to 1940s (Grigorjeva, 2004: 140), but
there were journals, that used the Pre-Reformed Orthography after that, too. For example the journal
«Vechnoje» (The Eternal) which was published in Paris since 1948. Mostly, Russian Emigration started
using the New Orthography since the mass emigration from the Soviet Union in 1940s – 1960s, which
brought many of Russian Intellectuals, writers and scientists to Europe and the USA, who continued their
work in their exile. To that moment the main part of the Russian intellectuals, emigrated in 1920s, died
or stopped their activity, so the publishing houses were faced with a new reality and the New
Orthography.

The main themes of the Russian Emigration literature is a reflexion about the Revolution and the time
before it. Emigrants tried to understand, why the Revolution happens, why the Whites lost the Civil War,
why Bolshevism took a victory in Russia. In their books they are writing about their life experience,
describing their thoughts on politics, ideology and historical-philosophical way of the Russian history. The
orthographical question was not the theme which they discussed in their works. But we can analyse the
themes of their books (see: Appendix). We can say, that authors tried to save their own view on the
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Russian History for the next generations to keep identity of the Russians abroad and to save them from
the Soviet propaganda. Authors in their works did not make any notes about the orthography they used,
but the fact of using the Old one itself instead of the officially decreed spelling can tell us, that it also was
some kind of an identity aspect. Also, it had a political meaning, because almost all left organizations
used the New Orthography and all the Books printed in the USSR and sent to Europe and the Americas
were in the Reformed one. Traditional Orthography helped them to differ themselves from the
Bolsheviks, that lived both in and abroad of the USSR.

In that moment we should make one important note. The Russian language was not codified in
Emigration by any common orthographical form. We can find books in the fully Pre-Reformed
Orthography, but there also were books in some intermediate spelling. The last ones often did not use
the letters ѳ and ѵ and the final –ъ, but continued to use ѣ and і without any exceptions in other rules.
Even before the Revolution sometimes they wrote, e.g. Феодоръ instead of Ѳеодоръ (Feodor; look on
Theodore), so, it also can be connected more with the tradition than with the reform.

IV.
The orthographical question was a part of the Russian-Sovietian opposition problem. How we told
earlier, the fact, that the Bolsheviks provided the Reform made it a Bolshevik one. So, the groups, that
were against them, used the Old Orthography to be not compared with their enemies.

During the Civil War the Whites declared themselves as defenders of Russia from the Bolsheviks –
«traitors and the German agents». The war with them was a National War, War for the independence.
That thought was one of the main that were translated abroad after the Bolshevik victory in the Civil
War.

In Emigration Russian intellectuals were trying to defend Russia. The aggressive policy of the Soviet
Government was described in Europe as a continuation of the Russian Imperial Expansionism. Russians
abroad did not agree with that position. Philosopher Ilja Aleksandrovich Il’jin wrote a book called The
Soviet Union is not Russia (Il’jin, 2007) in which he was trying to tell, why the Soviet Union had nothing
common with the Russian State History and Political tradition. The Emigrants thought that only they
were the real Russia, not the Soviet Union. So, because of that they could use all traditional forms of the
life and culture, existed before the Revolution, including the language.
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We can notice that even in the lexicon. First of all, in Emigration they still used titles like Prince (Knjaz’),
Duke (Knjaz’, Herzog), Earl (Graf), banned in Russia in 1917. Also, in Emigration styles were used, existing
before the Revolution, like Sudar’, Gospodin (both means Mister or Lord) instead of the Revolutionary
ones Grazhdanin (Citizen) and Tovarisch (Comrade; please note, that before the Revolution, word
Tovarisch had meaning «a deputy», e.g. Deputy Minister – Tovarisch Ministra). Also, there were other
differences in lexicon (see the Table 2 below). So, we can say, that thought of the Russian researcher E.A.
Oglezneva «Russian language abroad is an independent system» (Oglezneva, 2007: 16) is fair.

Table 2. Some differences between the Russian Language abroad an in the Soviet Union.
Russian language abroad

Russian

language

in

the Translation into English

USSR
автомобиль - avtomobil

машина - mashina

a car, an automobile

аэропланъ - aeroplan

самолёт - samoljot

an aeroplane

перо - pero

ручка - ruchka

a pen

умывальникъ - umyvalnik

раковина - rakovina

a sink

ледникъ - lednik

холодильник - kholodilnik

a refrigerator

штаны - shtany

трусы - trusy

pants

аглицкій - aglickij

английский - anglijskij

English (adj.)

большевицкій - bolshevickij

большевистский

- Bolshevik (adj.)

bolshevistskij
(Source: Kaverina, Leschenko, 2008: 121)

In this day we also can find out that the opposition we told about is still alive in cultural and philosophical
thoughts. Many of them are provided by the Russian Nationalists, just like philosopher Dmitrij Galkovskij
or the Mass Media Source Sputnik and Pogrom. And that idea also is used in the modern culture. For
instance, Russian Rock Band from Volgograd «Moja Derzkaja Pravda» (My Daring Truth) had a song,
called «Neokonchennaja Vojna» (Uncomplished War), in which we can read:
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« <…>
«So it seems, that since beginning
«As a volunteer, not as a call-uped,
«I’m fighting during the war
«That was uncomplished, the Russo-Soviet.»
(Translated by the article’s author).

Russian language’s practice in Clerical Sphere is a question that is not so complicated. In Russian
Orthodox Church was and still is used the Church Slavonic Language as the only liturgical language. In the
Russian Orthodox Church Abroad, the Church Slavonic Language and the languages of the lands were
used, where the Russian Dioceses were (for instance, English, French, Dutch, Spanish). The Russian
Parishes of the Constantinople Church uses the Russian language in liturgy (Ludogovskij, Pljakin: 2010).
So, in liturgical sphere it was mostly used as Church language, but books also were published in the
Russian.

Researchers mostly did not research reasons, why clerical spheres used the Pre-Reformed Orthography.
We can see, that there are not so many books on clerical themes, published in Emigration (in Appendix
you can find three). But, the fact itself is telling us, that the Russian Churches abroad did not want to be
in connection with the Soviet Russian Orthodox Church of Moscow, because both Russian Orthodox
Churches were officially enemies since 1920s to 2007. And it was connected with the Emigration itself, in
which books on the Pre-Reformed Orthography were more popular in the first half of the XX century. So,
the Russian Church Abroad used the Pre-Reformed Spelling following the tendencies which existed in
Emigration.

We can make the supposition now, that the Reform affected the secular life of the Russians abroad more
than the religious one. Despite the fact, that religion was one of the aspects of the ethnicity (Klejn, 2013:
25), Russians abroad were united mostly by culture, not by religion, because after 1917 there were three
Churches: Russian Orthodox Church of Moscow, Russian Orthodox Church Abroad, Russian Parishes of
the Constantinople Church. The Moscovian one had no influences on the Emigration at all, so the
orthographical question in clerical sphere was not so important, than the liturgical one.
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We can say, that political questions were more important among the emigrants, than religious ones (for
instance, 98% of the Russians in the USA were active members of various political organizations; see:
Nitoburg, 2005: 139). Yes, Russian emigrants were mostly theists, but they were not discriminated by the
religion, because they mostly lived in Orthodox countries or in just Christian ones, and they also lived in
the countries, where they were the only Russians. So, they had not to make themselves the community
that differs from another in the religious sphere. And there were no reasons to be more successive in the
«clerical» orthography, than in «secular» one.

V.
After the fall of the Soviet Union we can say that Pre-Reformed Russian Orthography has been returned
back in Russia. In the current situation Russian Pre-Reformed Orthography is still used by Russians both
in and outside of Russia. First of all, there are many old books, that are re-printed in Old Orthography
(mostly – historical and feature works). For example, works of General Anton Denikin about the Civil
War, originally published in France in 1920s-1930s (See: Appendix). In Nizhniy Novgorod there is a
publishing house Chornaya Sotnya (lit. «Black Hundreds» - Russian far right nationalistic groups, existed
in 1900s-1910s), that is publishing books in and about the Traditional Russian Orthography. Also, in
Munich there is a publishing house Im Werden Verlag, that makes digital PDF books of Russian classic
authors in Old Orthography, for example, almost all novels of Feodor Dostoyevsky could be found on
their site. But outside of Russia, there is now only one publishing house, which publishes original paper
books and periodics in the Old Orthography. It is the Publishing house of the Holy Trinity monastery in
New York State, but it publishes mostly liturgical textes in the Church Slavonic language and a journal in
Russian called «Pravoslavnaja zhiznj» (Orthodox Life) (Grigorjeva, 2004: 146).

In Mass Media there are some Internet communities that share news in the Old Orthography. Some of
them exist as printed journals, for example, «Chastnyj zhurnal» [«Private Magazine»], which was printed
in the town Pechory, Pskov Province, in 2011-2013. But mostly, they are existing as Internet
communities.

But more widely the Old Orthography is shared among the Russian Monarchist movements. First of all, it
is sometimes used by the Office of H.I.H. Grand Duchess Mary Vladimirovna of Russia, who claims to be
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the Head of the Romanov Dynasty, in official papers and on their medals. But even in that structures it is
not the officially accepted orthography for Russian language.

«I am also using the Old Russian Orthography in my private communication because of political
and ethic reasons since 2012. And, basing on my experience, there is about 5 thousand of
supporters of the Pre-Reformed Orthography in Russian Internet community now. This is very
small but it still means, that this kind of Orthography lives in the language». (Personal note of the
author of that article.)

So, was the Pre-Reformed Orthography a symbol of the Russian Identity outside of Russia? This question
is very complicated to be answered in one paper, so we are planning to prepare a series of articles. In
next ones we will talk about that basing on memoirs of Russian politicians, intellectuals, militants and
aristocrats and with the works of Russian and foreign researchers about the Russian language in the
twenty century. And in the last article in that series we will make a conclusion to all the aspects of this
question. The series will be published in this Journal in next issues.
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Short catalogue of books in Russian (Pre-Reformed) published in Emigration (based on Nikolay
Kuznetsov’s personal library)
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Family]. Constantinople, 1921.
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Gospel]. Berlin, 1934.
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Kovalevskij, P.I., prof.: Nacionalizm i nacionalnoje vospitanije v Rossii v dvikh chastjakh [Nationalism and
the National Education in Russia: in 2 parts]. New York, 1922.
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Pavlovna. Paris, 1928.
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The «New Dacians» and Crypto-Orthodoxy at the
Dawn of Rational Historicism (I)
Iulian Mitran
The Dacian Village of Năeni made the headlines as being an attempt to bring back resurect the long-lost
lifestyle of the Dacians, commontly regarded as the ancestors of modern-day Romanians. The so-called
village, which hosted no more then five people, intrigued the Romanian audience, which remained
somewhat torned between two camps, one that seemed to aplaud it and to regard it as a brave attempt
to bring back to life «Romanianism» in its purest form, and another one that ridiculed it and pointed out
the logical cracks that can be found in the narrative that stirred up everything. In the following lines we
will give a short analysis on the numerous peculiarities that characterize the Dacian Village from the
Carpathian foothills of Buzău County, attempting to map a wider social phenomenon that become rooted
in the Romania during the era of Ceaușescu’s nationalist communism. Even so, it became even more
radicalized from the ‘90s to the present-day, even though it is still to a certain extent it is becoming
increasingly more marginalized within the mainstream academia which made in recent years some
notable attempts to demystify writings on issues regarding national history. This paper mainly focuses on
mapping certain evolutions, and subsequent anomalies, that marked post-1989 Romania, with a strong
emphasis on the influence that Orthodox Christianity had on the crystallization of a few peculiar cryptoreligious movements that were heavily fueled by pseudo-science and over-the-top claims made on behalf
of the unity of the Romanian nation.
Romanian mass media is no stranger when it comes to extravagant displays of radical nationalism,
throughout the twenty-eight years that followed the collapse of communism, several factions made their
way to the public scene, their most ardent supporters making their presence know in various TV shows
and the written press. A truly peculiar case came into the attention of the general public in the second
half of 2017, then a few national newspapers wrote about “The First Baptism that took place in the
Dacian Village”. The settlement, which has no more then five inhabitants, is situated in the hilly region of
Buzău County, in historical Wallachia, the readers and TV audiences were quickly intrigued by the
subject. In fact, everything regarding this subject is intriguing from a multitude of perspectives, and is
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nothing more than a peculiar collection of contradictory elements that are lumped together in the
attempt to make ground for Neo-Dacianist agenda. Romanian nationalism took a weird turn during
Ceaușescu’s reign when it was strongly infused with numerous exaggerated images of the nation’s
triumphant past and achievements, it was an era in which Romanian histography, under the controlled
interventions dictated by the newly-installed nationalistic agenda, took numerous historical events out
of context, falsified or overexaggerated various facts, and they airbrushed the image of numerous
historical figures. To a certain extent, it is understandable that each nation has its own set of myths,
every nation wants to see its leaders in good light, and to have a feeling of pride, or comfort at least,
when discussing the distant and near past.
But what happens when all of this is taken to the next level? This is what actually concerns us, when It
gets to the point in which ideologies become so deluded that they break any connections that they used
to have with certain commonly acknowledged historical facts. Dacianism is the name that we will
attribute to a shift in the way in which Romanian national history came to be viewed in the second half
of the last century, which highly stressed the role that the Dacians, name attributed to various Thracian
tribes which used to inhabit the territory of modern-day Romania, had in birth of the Romanian nation. It
also emphasized the unbroken ancestral succession which link modern-day Romanians to the Thracian
inhabitants of Dacia. In contrast to Dacianism we find another ideological current that presents itself as
Romanism, or Latinism, it basically is an inverted version of the first, in which the Roman element is
overexaggerated in the coming into being of the Romanian nation, going as far as claiming that all
indigenous Thracian tribes were whipped out by the Romans during their short stay in Dacia. The official
narrative that is in place today actually rejects partially the claims of both side, rather following a middle
path in which the so-called Daco-Romans are the intermediate link between the Dacians and the ProtoRomanians. There are numerous logical gaps that prevent both of these camps to being taken into the
mainstream:
The Dacianists undermine the fact that it is almost impossible to talk about a
homogenous “Dacian nation” in the case in which those people did not have a
standardized written language or institutional system.
Romanists undermine the that was never conceived that an invading group would totally
wipe off the indigenous peoples, mainly due to economic and strategic reasons, being
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more convenient to enslave them thus increasing the labor force that they will benefit
from.
Romanism is, to a certain extent, more deeply rooted within Romanian nationalism,
Grigore Ureche, a XVII century Moldavian chronicler, well-known for his writings
concerning

the origins of the Romanians, most notably remembered for his now-

famous “De la Râm ne tragem” (We are the descendence of Rome) from the Chronicles
of Moldovia. This trend will be even more exploited in post-independent XIX century
Romania, era marked by an increasing need to develop a sense of national unity.
Romanism was greatly favored due to its ability to create a strong bound between newly
independent Romania, which was striving to rinse itself of the century-old judicial and
social practices that were inherited from the Ottoman and Byzantines and to adopt
reforms that were meant to Westernize the Romanian society, which was still marked by
a late for a feudalism.
Școala Ardeleană (Transylvanian School) was the best known proponent of Romanism,
having its roots in XVIII century Transylvania, its history is strogly linked to GreekCatholic Church, being overwhlemingly made up of Romanian believers. The movement
was keen on proving that Transylvanian Romanians were the direct descendence of the
Romans that colonized the region in the II centry, the province staying under Roman
administration for 165 years. In its core, the Romanism promoted by Școala Ardeleană
had an integrationalist dimension attached to it, seeking to create a acess between the
new emerging post-independence cultural elite and the Western World.
Even though Dacianism was not initially the product of nationalist-communism, the
Romanian Communist Part, through its ideological mechanism, the new path the
Romanian national history will folllow until the fall of the regime was decided during the
Eleventh Congress of the Romanian Communist Part that took place in 1974. An
interesting fact concerning Dacianism is that it also was well-present in some academic
circles in the between-war period, but is peak was reached during the 70s and 80s.
Dacianism is deeply indigenous-oriented, reliant on protochronism, isolationist and
intellectually dishonest.
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Dacianism is still alive and well even in post-communist Romania, its present-day proponents usually
adhere to two distinct not entirely homogenized ideological circles that marked the nationalist public
discourse in the last twenty-eight years. On one hand we have those that more Puritanical in their
approach, usually this group is made up of people that are part, or have certain sympathies, toward
extreme right nationalist movements.
Dacian Nationalism in a very in-your-face, or rather incognito, mode can be saw very well in political
parties such as PRM (Partidul România Mare/Greater Romania Party), know for its agressive nationalism
and hatespeech toward minority groups, or far-right groups such as Noua Dreaptă (The New Right),
commonly regarded as a hate group. One interesting fact is that Daciamism seems to take on two forms
when it comes to its connection with religion in modern Romania, almost exclusively to Orthodox
Christianity. Some proponents, such as Daniel Roxin, known for his off the top interpetations of the
Dacian contribution to the formation of the Romanian nation, does not mix Orthodoxy in discussions
related to discussions on this topic, being more ecnlined toward integrating the Dacians in the wider
landscape of indigenous esoterism. Even so, we cannot talk about the existence of a new ethnic-based
reconstructionist regilion, as it is the case with Celtic and Slavic neopaganism. More peculiarities are to
be seen in the other camp which has a strange way of mixing Dacian heritage with Eastern Orthodoxy,
the product being a sort of new standard of Romanian Purity.
The latter tendency in the field of Neo-Dacianism, a term that we can use to describe those nationalist
tendencies that are heavily reliant on Dacian irredentism that started to become popular within certain
circles.
Daco-Orthodoxy, or what we can usually define as what is happening at Năeni’s Dacian Village is truly
interesting when put into the cultural landscape of cultural reconstructionism that is still present within
Romanian culture to this very day. In contrast to other movements that attempt to resurect the
manierism or the heritage of a certain age, reconstructionists do not attept only to bring things back in
order for them to be viewed as mear exibits in a museum, or in an outdoor expozition, they try to
integreate into the mundane various elements of long-exting cultures in order to be reused according to
their original purpose. Usually, such movements are quite purist in their attempts to bring to past back
into the present, meaning that they are extremely unlikely to mix elements from two different eras, or
cultures together. This is why the Dacian Village of Năeni is a bag full of peculiarities, attempting to
resurect the supposed lifetyle of the Dacians while adhearing to Christian cultural and spiritual values.
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The most obvious contradiction that we can spot is the presence of Orthodoxy while claiming to live the
life of your supposed ancestors. The Dacians had a henotheistic religion, opposing Christianity which is
momotheistic. Such religions, most of the ones from Europe, did not hold on to key-elements that
Christianity holds today as central, such as Salvation, the sinful nature of men and the original sin,
worship within the comfines of a temple, and later church etc.
The coverage of the life in the Dacian village that appeared in the written press covered three key life
events that took place within the community since is founding: a wedding, a baptism, and a funeral. The
wedding took place in the spring of 2017. The bride, Nicoleta, and the groom, Ionuț, both coming from
poor families, tied the knot in a ceremony conducted in the Dacian village where they received housing
in the village as help from father Mihai Milea, the founder and administrator of the settlement. The
settlement was built with the help of the Saint Sava foundation, which is an Orthodox charity that helps
vulnerable groups. The photo and video material that were taken at the wedding, and made their way
into the press, show us an image that is nor really extremely suprising. Desides the fact that the bride
and groom did not wear Wester-style wedding gounds and rather opted for traditional Wallachian
dresses. From the information that we received via the mass media, our theories were pretty much
proven. The wedding itself did not contain anything Dacian, that would have been truly hard because we
cannot claim that we know exactly how a wedding ceremony took place within an indigenous tribe in the
I century before the incorporation of the region into the Roman Empire. In fact, the wedding was built
more on the rural tradition of Wallachia, reflecting to a certain extent the village weddings that followed
acertain ancestral pattern that were still practiced to a certain extent even at the beginning of the 21st
century.
Most of the event lacked the modern wester-insipired amenities that rural weddings have today. If we
were to judge every element from its supposed origin, the dresses themselves are more of a reflection of
the Slavic and Byzantine heritage that was inherited by Romanians, having no known common elements
with the traditional dresses of the Dacians, regarding which we don’t have a great deal of information.
The rest of the rituals present in the wedding are no that different, the hora – a chain dance, is also
present among other cultures, as well as some the religious rituals which hold no significant variations
from other Eastern Orthodox nations.
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The same pattern is followed in the case of the baptism and funeral that also took place within the
community, they are rather a reflection of a pre-modern Romanian rural culture, lacking the fancy
ornamentations and menaties that westernazition brought in the last few decades. This leads us to
further our understanding on what is actually happening in the hills of Buzău:
First of all, “Dacian” is rather used as a synonym for pre-modern rural costumes and life.
In this specific context, the word rather seeks to exist as an ethnonym and is filled it with
a new meaning – follower of a back-to-nature movement which has a strong ruralethnocentric core.
The Dacian and Orthodox elements are mixed as a result of their stance of symbols of
Romanian-ness, even though they do not have any common historical roots and did not
ever coexisted in a common historical era.
The attempt itself rather characterizes an attempt to reconstruct and idealized world of
the XVIII-XIX century than a truly authentic attempt to reconstruct into the present the
lifestyle of a peoples from Antiquity. More precisely, “Dacian” has its original
ethnonymic sense taken away and it is filled with a sense that makes reference to a pangenerational pseudo-identity that tries to create a communality between the Thracian
tribes, Proto-Romanians and Romanians.
The Dacian ethos is viewed as virtuous and generally benevolent in nature, making a sort
of connection with the moral values that are put in place by Christianity. But it is partly
an illusion that what the Dacians and their indigenous religion held strongly as values
would have a clear symmetric representation in Christianity, as some are general human
moral values that are valued by most societies.
It is important to ackwnoledge the fact that the Romanian Orthodox Church never offiicially endoresed
any of the Dacianist groups, and their overstreched claims; the Churche’s take on Romanian national
history is pretty much tune with the official position that is commonly shared by historians and social
scientiest that carry out their work in various state-funded reseach centers. Another aspect that needs to
be discussed is the manner in which other Orthodox Christian churches that are present in Romania take
part in shaping the manner in which national culture is viewed from a historical perspective, as well as
the way in which its future evolution is desired. Besides the Romanian Orthodox Church (Biserica
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Ortodoxă Română) there are few other churches that share mostly the same dogmatic core, but due to
certain historical circumstances, they split from the mainstream church – thus forming what some call
biserici paraortodoxe (para-Orthodox churches). The Old Rite Orthodox Church from Romania (Biserica
Ortodoxă de Stil Vechi din România), also reffered to as The Eastern Orthodox Church from Romania
(Biserica Răsăriteană din România) emerged from the schism that took in the years following WWI, when
the Romanian Orthodox Church officially switched calendars, replacing the Julian Calendar with the
Gregorian Calendar. The changes was motivated by several eclesiatic and social aspects. Newlyincorporated Transylvania was using the Gregorian Calendar in both Church and administration; the
Julian Calendar was still in use in Wallachia, Moldavia, Bessarbia and Dobrudja.
In 1923 the Romanian Orthodox Church officially took out of use the Old Calendar (calendarul vechi), as
it is referred to nowadays, opting for the Gregorian. Believers that use the New Calendar (calendarul
nou) celebrate the majority of religious holidays thirteen days ahead of those that still use the Old
Calendar. The Old Rite Orthodox Church from Romania was born as a reaction to the papalist innovations
that the ROC was in favor of, the head of the OROCR is to be found at the Monastery of Slătioara, located
in Suceava County.
Unlike the ROC, the Old Rite Church kept a very low profile, having little to no significant contribution to
post-1989 mainstream culture within Romania. The OROCR put a great emphasis on Christian morality,
and preserving an unbroken tradition that was passed on to modern believers by Church’s forefathers.
Unlike the ROC, the OROCR is more isolationist, disregarding any attempt to put Orthodoxy in a global
context, there is a particular dislike for ecumenism. The OROCR frequent calls towards overcoming sin
and temptation are not directed towards Romania, but rather towards those Christians that remained
faith towards the Orthodox faith. Even so, the Old Rite Church preserved a distinct Romanian flavor,
which is mainly given by the fact that it is made up of Romanian believers that has Romanian as its
liturgical language. But its view of the world, and of modern Romanian history, cannot be labeled as
being Romanian-centric. This claim is mainly backed up by the fact that most of the written content that
is made available by the OROCR through its publications, the most popular being Catacombele Ortodoxiei
(Orthodoxy’s Catacombs) mainly stress the unity of all Old Rite Christians in front of the followers of the
Orthodox churches that were in favor of the so-called Western-style innovations.
Catacombele Ortodoxiei is abundant of articles that are highly critical of the Romanian Orthodox Church,
of ecumenism, the Patriarchy of Constantinople is also scrutinized within issues that are available online.
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As a result, the Old Rite Church doesn’t take too much interest in framing or reframing Romanianism, it is
rather interested in forming a trans-national unity among Old Rite Christians, regardless of their ethnic
affiliation. On one had the OROCR tries to create a thick wall between itself and the doomed (other
Christians), but on the other hand it tries to strengthen its ties with the other Old Rite churches from
across Eastern Europe and the Balkans. One interesting aspect is the fact that through promoting unity
among Old Rite Christians, the OROCR puts itself in a common place with the Slavic-speaking world, a
territory that modern Romania loosen its ties to over the last few decades. This being mainly correlated
with the fact that Slavic became almost entirely synonymous to Russian, and there is no denial in the fact
that there is a substantial degree of Russophobia that still is present within the Romanian society. The
influence of the Old Rite Church within contemporary Romania is very low profile and insignificant, but it
has the potential to open up a certain gate that was sealed for quite some time – Slavic-Romanian
relations.
Going back to the more peculiar forms in which crypto-religious and pseudo-scientific movements
present themselves in front on the world, it hard to overlook two ways in which the whole Dacian-mania
manifested itself. There is a rather obscure segment that actually militates for the revival of the
indigenous religion of the Dacians, erasing Orthodox Christianity from Romania’s cultural landscape
would facilitate strengthening the connection between modern-day Romanians and their supposed
ancestors. There are other channels that forward other interpretation of cultural history that gravitate
more towards syncretism – even claiming that Jesus was the successor of Zamolxis. Other claims that
follow try to put emphasis on the supposed similarities that ancient Dacian religious practices have with
some Christian ones that are in use today, neglecting the fact that certain key-aspects that can be found
in almost any form of religious practices found among humans – ritual objects, zoomorphic gods, death
rituals, the existence of an afterlife, season-based rituals/holidays.
Apart from these obscure manifestations of the Dacian craze, we find a more rather refined form which
has some backing even from academia. The groups that fit this description usually heavily rely on phony
historical evidence to sustain the claims, they usually stress the unity among Dacian tribes, a continuity
between the Dacian and modern-day Romanians, there is a strong belief in the superiority of a supposed
Dacian culture, the virtues of this peoples, their bravery, their superiority by comparison to the invading
Romans. Not so outrageous at first sight, many of the claims that are forwarded by the members of this
movement are sometimes mixed in with true historical facts, or they rely connections that are hard to
validate as being trustworthy. The mix of true and false facts, along with the numerous channels that
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make possible the popularization of numerous distorted claims, gave them a certain degree of legitimacy
in the eyes of the general public. Another highly efficient tactic that they use is that of claiming that
there is a certain “foreign power”, or sometime more bluntly said – a conspiracy, that seeks to keep the
truth about the Dacians and their civilization far away from the general public.
A final thought
The Dacian village, and the Neo-Dacianism is no more of an expression of general blurred sense of
national identity which characterizes many post-communist nations of Eastern Europe, it also held
certain elements that date back to the age of nationalism of the 21st century which left a long-lasting
mark on the whole of Europe. Due to the rapid succession in which the Romanian society switched
cultural models from the XIX century to the present there is still a certain shallowness that characterizes
the nation-building policies from the past and present. Dacianism, in its past and present forms, can be
seen as an attempt to repair a deeply fragmented history in a context in which the irredentist of the
neighboring nation which posed a true danger for the integrity, and subsequent survival of an undivided
ethnic Romanian state.
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BOOK REVIEW: Darius Baronas, S.C. Rowell, The
Conversion of Lithuania from Pagan Barbarians to
Late Medieval Christians, Institute of Lithuanian
Literature and Folklore, 2015, ISBN 978-609-425152-8
Alexandru-Ionuț Drăgulin

Christianity is one of the most disputed and commented features of the European cultures, not only due
to its separation between Orthodoxy and Catholicism in 1054, but also due to the relationships between
political power and the religious power. As we know, in the medieval era it was not a separation
between these authorities, so that the Christian leaders have used their influence to civilize other
communities and impose their religion. But it was a similarity concerning the evolution of Christianity
both in Eastern Europe and the Western – the campaigns to change people’s beliefs and deities were
also powerful instruments of consolidation of the political power. Also it was a “competition” of the
Catholics and Orthodox to gain more and more territories and believers. Lithuania is a little special case
but it does not make an exception from this rule.
This book has 12 chapters in which we can discover the actors and the circumstances in the process of
Lithuania’s conversion to Christianity. It was a long and sinuous objective and we can observe that
politics and religion were equally involved. In its 612 pages including the bibliography, the book presents
us the entire historical moment, including the initial setup of the Lithuanian people and its position in the
European civilizational mosaic after the conversion to Christianity. The Lithuanians were considered an
example of “delay” in their crossing to Catholicism by some historians, on the one hand, but others argue
that the Vatican’s power and influence in Europe raised after this moment because Eastern Europe was
traditionally a centre of the Orthodoxy.
As we can read in the short description before the table of contents, “medieval Lithuania was the late
state in Europe to accept Christianity: officially, pagan Lithuanians converted to Roman Catholicism in
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1387; the westernmost part of the country, known as Žemaitija (Samogitia), became ‘Christian’ only in
1417, when the diocese of Medininkai was established by the Commission of the Council of Constance
and through the good offices of King Jogaila of Poland and Grand Duke Vytautas of Lithuania”. The
conversion to Christianity emerged simultaneously with the consolidation of the differences between
nations on the European continent. Christianity divided Europe’s peoples in two main spheres but also
contributed to the creation of the national identities, and Lithuania is a case in this sense: “Once crossed,
Lithuanians embraced essentially all paraphernalia of late-medieval Christian spirituality thus becoming a
recognizably European nation”. Generally, for most of the European nations the Christian religion is an
element contributing to their national identity. The Catholic sphere has many examples before Lithuania:
Hungary and Poland became regional powers after their conversion to this religion in Central Europe.
The Baltic region were the last conquering of Christianity, in the late-medieval period. At that time,
Eastern Europe including Russia and the Romanian territories were already Orthodox.
One of the main ideas in the book is that for Lithuanians, being “pagan barbarians” was not a status of
pride at the end of the 14th century. In that historical context, the process of the Europe’s conversion to
Christianity was relatively at its apex and being a non-Christian was the equivalent of being a “pariah” or
a retrograde civilization. The political leaders observed the relationship between their recognition within
the European group of influential states and then proceeded to the conversion to Catholicism. The case
of Lithuania shows that the contribution and influence of Poland as a Catholic state was decisive. As the
authors of the book argue, the neighbourhood played an important role and contributed to the
development of a homogenous Catholic territory that will have its own characteristics regarding the
culture, politics and religion.
To put it in a nutshell, we consider it is a very well-documented work in this field of research and it has a
lot of information. The historical perspective is completed by a cultural and religious analysis.
Undoubtedly, the authors demonstrate us the importance of the cultural factor in the construction of a
nation. Regardless of the historical point which is also very specific, the conversion of Lithuanians to
Roman-Catholicism was, by extension, a step to the transformation of the entire Europe in a Christian
civilization.
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Index of the major Christian denominations
Timo Schmitz & Iulian Mitran

Catholicism
The term Catholicism first appears in the 2nd century AD to distinguish themselves from other early
Christian groups. The term comes from Greek ‘katolon’ and means ‘common’. The term “he katolike
ekklesia” thus means “the common church”.

Roman Catholicism: The Roman Catholic Church goes back to Christian mythology telling that Saint Peter
was given the succession of Jesus, and therefore when he established the diocese of Rome, it became
the highest authority. However, as of contemporary history, the Catholic Church was probably formed in
the 2nd century AD and formalized with its Constantinian legalization in 313. It focusses on strict
hierarchies and authorities, holy sacraments, confession to a priest, and infant baptism.
Greek-Catholics (Catholics of Byzantine Rite): The Byzantine rite was formed in the 4th century in
opposition to the Rome-based Church. In the beginning, they used Biblical translations into their
respective languages, however, when these languages changed, the church did not reform the Biblical
speech, making it in fact liturgical languages. In addition, they use certain amendments and
commentaries that were not present in Roman-Catholicism, including different practices of the
sacraments. The Belarusian Greek Catholic churched already re-united with Rome in 1596, followed by
many others, the Greek Catholic Church in Greece reunited in 1829 and the Russian Greek Catholic
united with Rome in 1905.
Armenian Catholic: The Armenian Catholic Church is based on the Armenian rite that was formed in the
5th century AD. It reflects the traditions of the Jerusalem liturgy and Syriac-Mesopotamian traditions.
Later, the Byzantine rite and the Latin Rite further influenced the Armenian Catholic Church. From its
beginning, it formed its liturgy in Armenian language. Since 1742, it is united with Rome.
Ethiopian Catholic: The Catholic Churches of Ethiopia and Eritrea use Alexandrian Rite In Ethiopian Form.
It uses Ge’ez language as liturgical language and adopted East African traditions. Sometimes, the
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Ethiopian Catholic Church even accepts two forms of celebration for one event: a native variety, and a
later imported one (mainly through Arabic translations). The Ethiopian Catholic Church united with
Rome in 1846, the Eritrean Catholic Church in 2015 after separating from the Ethiopian Catholic Church.
Coptic Catholic: The Coptic Catholic Church was founded in 451 AD after it separated from the Coptic
Orthodox Church. This was done over a dispute over the preference of Miaphysite theology over
Monophysite theology. In 1741, they reunited with Rome.
Eastern Syrian-Chaldean Catholic: The East Syriac rite goes back to 431 AD, after the Church of SeleuciaCtesiphon refused to condemn Nestorius. As a result, the Church of Seleucia-Ctesiphon cut itself off from
Orthodox Christianity and in 498 they took the title “Patriarch of the East”, establishing themselves as
missionary religion throughout the Middle east and East Asia in Catholic tradition. They use the East
Syriac dialect as liturgical language and formed churches in India. The Syro-Malabar Catholic Church in
Kerala (India) united with Rome in 1663.
Western Syrian-Antiochenian Catholic: The West Syriac Rite originally used the Greek language as
liturgical language and later shifted to a Western Syriac dialect. The founding of this church tradition is
unknown, but must have been before 450 AD. They later spread eastwards and also reached India where
Western Syriac Catholic Churches were founded. The Syro-Malankara Catholic Church in Kerala (India)
united with Rome in 1930, the Syriac Catholic Church in Beirut (Lebanon) united in 1781. The Lebanonbased Maronite Church which was probably founded in the early years of the 5th century and had ties to
Rome in the Council of Chalcedon in 451.
Old Catholics: Mainly organized in the Utrecht Union, Old Catholicism was founded in 1870 as a result of
the excommunication of Catholic priests who rejected the First Vatican Council’s decrees. As such, Old
Catholicism was formally established in the 1889 Declaration of Utrecht. They reject the papal authority
and want to go back to ‘true Catholicism’ as it was present in the early centuries, when Catholicism was
established (probably inspired by the 1st and 2nd century AD). Old Catholics have close ties to Lutherans
and Anglicans.
Chinese Catholicism: Mainly follows Roman-Catholicism and its sacraments, but rejects the papal
authority. Since 1957, they are organized in the Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association. Chinese
Catholicism is known as Tianzhujiao in Chinese using Chinese as liturgical language. They have no formal
contacts to Rome.
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Protestants
Protestant churches are denominations which came into being through counter-catholic movements.
According to their views, the Catholic church became to ‘wordly’ and the church has to be restored into
its old grounds, same as sciences and arts in Renaissance went back to its Greek and Roman idols.
Therefore, the Reformation is actually a church restoration.
Lutheranism: Lutherans denominations traditionally see the Old and New Testament as the only source
of divinely revealed knowledge. As such, according to Martin Luther, the Holy Scripture is the final
authority and stands above all human-beings as it is the ‘Word of God’. As such, it is the only reliable
source for faith and its daily practice. Some more liberal Lutherans especially in Europe regard the Bible
to be the ‘Word of God’, but advocate that the Bible is not to be taken literally. Unlike medieval and
Renaissance Catholicism, Lutherans advocated that the Bible shall not only be accessible to priests and
higher classes, but every believer or even plain hearer shall have access to the word of God in his
language to be able to live truly after its words. According to orthodox Lutherans, the Holy Spirit is
inherited in the Holy Scriptures and as such, it does not only produce faith and obedience, but also a
living agreement. In addition, Lutherans think that everything one has to know to receive salvation is
stated in the Bible and therefore they reject any authorities, new revelations or other accesses to
religion, including the Pope.
Laestadianism/Apostolic Lutheranism: founded in Finland in the 19th century as restoration of
traditional Lutheranism. They strictly differentiate between true believers who are prove of the living
faith and false Christians, who have become astray in their practice. Unlike in classical Lutheranism,
every believer can testify that the other person’s sins are forgiven. Therefore, Laestadians often search
other believers to confess their sins to each other. In classical Lutheranism, one confesses the sins during
a silent moment during church service to get God’s absolution.
Calvinism: Like Lutherans, Calvinists believe that the Bible reveals the ‘Word of God’. As such, humansbeings cannot know anything about God except for what is stated in the Bible. To know the ‘Word of
God’, God sent his messenger Jesus on earth who served as mediator between God and the people.
Despite that, God’s action can be seen for everyone as He constantly works on the world and might
punish people for their sins right on the Earth. In addition, covenantal ideas remain primarily.
Furthermore, orthodox Calvinists believe in the ‘double predestination’, which means that God himself
choses who will be blessed and who will end in damnation and everything is predestined on God’s will.
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Reformed Calvinists disagree on this however, as God has given a free will and leaves it open for
everyone to seek salvation. However, every human is consisted to sins by nature.
Anabaptisms: Anabaptists goes back to Balthasar Hubmaier and Thomas Müntzer. Traditionally – and in
Catholic and Lutheran Churches until today – newborn children were immediately baptized without
being asked. As such, the faith is not really established. Anabaptists claim that one shall voluntarily and
by free will baptize and follow God’s teaching and as such, they made baptizations of adults who were
already baptized as child. Opponents therefore called them ‘anabaptists’ meaning ‘re-baptization’.
Traditional Anabaptists groups were the ‘Swiss Brethren’ around Zwingli and Manz who wanted to reinstall the truth community as written in the Bible and advocated humanism, ascesis, and intensive Bible
study. The Hutterer from nowadays Western Czechia had common goals with the Swiss brothers and the
Western German Amish. The Mennonites in Central and Southern Germany around Müntzer and
Hubmaier advocated an apocalyptic and spiritual worldview. Northern German Mennonites additionally
supported an oligarchy of the elders and a pure form of Christianity, which was taught by Melchior
Hofmann. Many of the latter group immigrated to Russia.
Baptists: Infant baptism is rejected and only believers shall receive baptism. All Baptists shall advertise
Christianity and its pure forms, but no one shall be forced and everyone shall have freedom of
conscience. They advertise universal priest hood, which means that every believer can take the role of
the priest and his exercises which means that there is no high authority.
Baptist churches include:
Southern Baptists: The Southern Baptists affirm the autonomy of the local church in which
laypersons have the same right as ordained ministers and fulfill all duties of priesthood as well as
having the right for interpreting the Bible and communicate directly with God. Women are of
equal value to men, but not allowed to serve as priests. A family has to consist of a man and a
woman who share their intimacy only within marriage, while extramarital intimacy is strictly
prohibited.
Northern Baptists: Unlike the Southern Baptists, the Northern Baptists, also simply referred to as
American Baptists, are somewhat more liberal. American Baptists encourage women to hold
high positions within the church, they more accepting of same-same relationships – but do not
fully endorse them, and have a slightly different manner in which they understand salvation –
one does not necessarily need to directly accept Christ.
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American Black Baptists: Usually defines those congregations that are made up exclusively of
African Americans. But in most cases these congregations are part of denominations that are
mostly made up of White Americans. There is no actual common doctrinal core; rather certain
similarities that can be observed among rather come from the cultural backgrounds that the
believers share. Besides Black American Baptist congregations, we also have Black Americans
that are part of some other Protestant denominations, mainly Methodist, Pentecostal, and
Seventh - day Adventist.
Native American Baptist Churches: Baptist churches in which Native Americans make up the
majority, they are also referred to as “Indian Baptists Churches”. Native American Baptist
congregations can be particularly found within reservations.
Regular Baptists: Their doctrine is more in closely related to that of the English Baptists. Unlike
other Baptist groups, their doctrine is rather Calvinistic. They can be found in the southern
United States and Canada.
Old Regular Baptists: There is a wide range in Old Regular baptism concerning determination.
While some advertise the free will of human-beings, others preach absolute predestination. They
organize local associations which they call “fellowships” in which they communicate to one
another. Preachers are not trained as they are called by God and do not get paid for their service.
The process of conversion is very long and begins with the awakening of sinning, through a
period of conviction and travail of the soul, and finally leads to repentance and belief.
Primitive Baptists: Their theology is Calvinistic, they believe in limited atonement, the total
depravity of men, irresistible grace, and preservation and perseverance. They still practice feet
washing, this is done in a symbolic manner, thus remembering the way in which Jesus washed
the feet of his disciples. All of the clergy of the Primitive Baptists is elected from the members of
the congregation, their clergymen are self-taught.
General Baptists: Rejecting Calvinist teachings; believing in unlimited atonement. Their theology
is Arminianist, this sets them apart from Reformed Baptists which share some common ground
with the Reformed Churches present in Europe.
Particular Baptists: They trace their origins to 17th century England; they hold some Calvinist
beliefs, such as limited atonement. They were among the first Baptists to arrive in what is today
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the United States. As time passed, some Particular Baptists started to shift towards a hyperCalvinistic theology; this shift marked the group’s period of decline.
Unitarian Baptists: They hold a few key-doctrines that are common to all Baptists, mainly the
rejection of infant baptism, but they also reject that tridimensional nature of God, holding the
belief that there is a single God – the Father.
Progressive Baptists: Those Baptists that self-identify as progressive are usually more inclined
towards accepting social innovations, they generally share a liberal mindset – most often favor
the political left. They strongly emphasize the Church’s role in bettering the lives of people that
belong to vulnerable groups (e.g. disabled, autism, orphans, and homeless). LGBTQA+ people can
usually find a safe place within progressive Baptists congregations; their members usually
militate for the fundamental rights and freedoms of same-sex couples.
Methodism: Methodism emphasizes on an absolute free will and rejects predestination. However,
salvation cannot be earned but is a work fully made by God and in His hands. For them, Jesus died for
everyone (unlimited atonement). In addition, one cannot turn to God and believe in His authority unless
God has first drawn a person and implanted the desire in his or her heart. However, only those who find
the true way of belief will be saved.
Presbyterian: Presbyterian churches originally come from Scotland have a large influence from Calvinism
in the variant of Knox and Melville. Traditionally, they form assemblies of elders who held authority.
They emphasize on infant baptism and on the community and therefore, unlike Baptists or Anabaptists,
not on individuals. Most Presbyterian churches keep in charge the 1648 Westminster Confession of Faith
and its 33 paragraphs.
Anglican: Anglicanism is synonymous with the Church of England, its history goes back to the 16th
century when under King Henry VIII the Catholic Church of England broke ties with Rome. Besides things
that are more related to the spectacle of political power, the Church of England made a series of changes
that can be noted up to this day. The Book of Common Prayer is used in the Anglican Communion.
Communion is being taken in a symbolic manner, Anglicans do not believe in transubstantiation. There
are two traditions that are present within the Church of England: High Church puts more emphasis on
the “traditional” practices of the Church, mainly the Catholic elements that were kept after the
Reformation – there is not a great deal of distinction between a high church and a Roman Catholic mass.
Low Church stresses the protestant heritage of the Church of England. The Oxford Movement militated
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for the reintroduction of some older Christian practices within the Church of England, that were in use in
the pre-Reformation era.
Episcopalian Church (United States): Name attributed to the Church of England in the United
States. Episcopalians are the most strongly represented religious group among the presidents of
the United States.
Pentecostals: Protestant groups that trace their roots to the early 20th century, having the Azusa Street
Revival as the birthplace of their church. Pentecostals usually put a great deal of emphasis on the works
of the Holy Spirit, and subsequently on the way in which its works impact Christians in day-to-day life.
Speaking in tongues is also a common characteristic but is not practiced in all Pentecostal congregation.
Pentecostal services are well-known for their intensity, the usage of music combined with testimonies
from the members along with group singing create a unique experience. Pentecostalism has a lot of
adherences in the United States, Brazil, Europe and Africa. African Pentecostals often mix in indigenous
spiritual beliefs in their practices.
Classic Pentecostal: Term usually applied to those groups that directly trace their origin to the
Azusa Street Revival that took place in the early 20th century. They put less emphasis on
speaking in tongues or spiritual healing; these rather being innovation that latter appeared
within the Pentecostal movement. There is more interest toward the works of the Holy Spirit,
social work, and bridging ethnic and racial divisions among Christians.
Charismatics: The Charismatic movement is a latter development of Pentecostalism; it usually
stresses the role of faith and the works of the Holy Spirit in day-to-day life. Prosperity theology
and faith healing are important elements that are to be found within this movement. The
Charismatic Movement is trans-denominational; various aspects related to the movement being
adopted by non-Pentecostal groups, this can be seen especially among some Roman Catholics.
Assemblies of God
Church of Christ: The church is part of the Restoration Movement, which seeks to bring back practices
that were present in the Early Christian Church. Infant baptism is not practiced; they observe the Lord’s
Supper of Sunday.
Nondenominational: Term used mainly to define those independent Protestant churches that are not
officially affiliated with any particular denomination. Many times the beliefs that the members of such
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churches adhere to may be a mix from various traditions. In some cases, nondenominational churches
adhere to a very well defined theology, but it is not affiliated to any officially registered denomination or
union.
Unitarians: Some are part of the General Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian Churches. They are
mostly found in England and Ireland, England in particular also has a historic community of Unitarian
Christians.
Unitarian Universalist (Christians): Christians with views that are more or less in tune with classical
Unitarianism, mostly resembling the European tradition, that are part of Unitarian Universalist
congregations. Unitarian Universalist congregations are interreligious bodies of believers which reunite
Christians, Atheists, Jews, Muslim and Buddhists, as well as members of various indigenous and earthbased religions.
Church of the Nazarene: It is a Christian group, which is often considered a cult by many, having
members scattered across the world. Its history dates back to the Holiness Movement of the 19th century.
Nazarenes are known for their very strict moral code, their lack of involvement in armed conflicts, living
segregated lives and for breaking ties with members that were excluded from the group.

Christian Orthodox Churches
They mainly trace their practices, rituals, dogma and sacred art to the form of Christianity that gradually
developed in the Eastern corner of the Mediterranean. Nowadays, Orthodox Christianity is mainly
represented by several autocephalous churches from Eastern Europe, Caucasus, Middle East and Africa,
which all share a common core when it comes to doctrine, but there are some differences that are rather
related to aspect concerning the manner in which certain rituals are performed and the way in which
sacred art evolved from one region to the other. A few common beliefs that all Orthodox Christians
agree on is that their church is Apostolic in nature, the belief in the Trinity, that Holy Spirit only proceeds
from the Father, the rejection of Purgatory, rejection of Papal supremacy and infallibility, not using
unleavened bread during the Eucharist, belief in Mary’s perpetual virginity, while the Immaculate
Conception is rejected.
Russian Orthodox: It is a general term that is used to define all Orthodox Christians that are part of
various parishes where the services are conducted in Russian. Besides this, we can have a great deal of
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diversity within this group, some being what we usually refer to as “New Rite” while others are “Old Rite”.
The first group follows the reforms made by Patriarch Nikon in the 17th century, thus being more in line
with the Church of Constantinople, while the second group rejects the reform keeping untouched the
practices that were in place before the reform took place.
Romanian Orthodox: Those Christians that are part of the Romanian Orthodox Church, the services are
conducted in Romanian. Its roots can be traced to the days in which the Bulgarian Empire ruled what is
now modern-day Romania, it was officially organized as an autocephalous church in 1872, it was
officially recognized in 1885.
Old Rite Orthodox Church in Romania: Dates back to 1923, it broke away from the Romanian Orthodox
Church over an ongoing dispute that revolved over the ecclesiastical calendar. Unlike the Romanian
Orthodox Church, the Old Rite Orthodox Church from Romania, also referred to as the Eastern Orthodox
Church (Biserica Ortodoxă Răsăriteană), uses the Julian calendar, thus all holidays are celebrated
thirteen behind the Romanian Orthodox Church. By comparison, the Eastern Orthodox Church is more
conservative than the Romanian Orthodox Church, being very skeptic when it comes to endorse certain
social issues (e.g. vaccines, LGBT rights, role of science in society). It also drastically opposes any form of
ecumenism, considering that most of Christendom is morally corrupt and set on the path to eternal
damnation.
Old Rite Russian Orthodox Church in Romania: It is entirely made up of believers that belong to an
ethnic Russian-speaking group known as Lipoveni (Old Believers), they mainly inhabit Romania’s Danube
Delta and a middle potion of the Prut Valley. Church services are conducted in Old Church Slavonic; the
Julian calendar is used instead of the Gregorian one.
Coptic Orthodox Christians: Those Orthodox Christians that are part of the Coptic Church of Alexandria,
they are mostly found in Egypt, they follow the Alexandrian Rite. The liturgical language is Coptic, an
Afro-Asiatic language which is a latter development of the language of the Egyptians. There are some
slight differences when it comes to the Coptic Church’s position on the Nature of Christ.
Old Believers: Collective name attributed to all Orthodox Christians that do not follow the reforms of
Patriarch Nikon. But this term can be used vastly differently depending on various places; many times,
“Old Believer” is used in English writings to refer to Old Russian Believers, other times it can be used to
denote any Orthodox Christian that observes the Julian calendar. It is important to remark the fact that
not all Orthodox Christians that observe the Julian calendar have the same religious practices as the “Old
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Believers”, this is why “Old Believers” is still mainly attributed to unreformed Orthodox Christians that
trace their roots to Russia.
Georgian Orthodox: Its members are represented by the majority of people from the Republic of
Georgia, country situated in the Southern Caucasus, at the cross point between Asia and Europe. It is an
autocephalous church, in full communion with the other churches that form the eastern branch of
Orthodox Christianity, it acknowledges the authority of the Patriarch of Constantinople. Saint Nino is
responsible for the conversion of the ancestors of modern-day Georgians to Christianity in 4th or 5th
century and therefore is much older than most other Orthodox churches. It is one of the few rare cases
when the patron saint of an Orthodox country is a woman.
Albanian Orthodox: Orthodox Christians of Albanian ancestry, they are mainly found in the southern
part of Albania, and the proximity of Athens in Greece, where they are usually referred to “Arvanites”.
Albania is mostly dominated by Muslim groups, some of which are not particularly involved with Islam on
a daily basis, the northern part of the country is dominated by Albanians of Roman Catholic faith.
Ethiopian Orthodox: It is one of the few pre-colonial churches from Sub-Saharan Africa; it is part of the
oriental branch of Orthodox Christianity. It is in communion with the Coptic Orthodox Church of
Alexandria. There are some particular aspects that set it aside from the Eastern Churches, one of them is
the fact that the rite of exorcism has a better defined status within the Ethiopian Church, in the Eastern
Churches it is less of a coherent practice. The sacred art of the Ethiopian Church also sets it apart from
other Orthodox churches.
Sacred Name Churches
Sacred Name Churches have in common that they see the modern development of Christianity getting
apart from the true Bible and therefore, they go back to the Bible by seeing the Hebrew Bible as
authority. They also insist on calling the Lord “Yahweh” and Jesus “Yashua” as they see a falsification of
the names given in Western Bibles. Many Sacred name group celebrate Jewish holidays and reject
Christmas and Easter as pagan festivals, but unlike Judaism, they accept the authenticity of the New
Testament. Even though the New Testament was written in Greek, they prefer the Hebrew version, since
Hebrew is the holy language. In addition, they reject the trinity. One of the most famous sacred names
churches are the Seventh Day Adventists.
Assemblies of Yahweh: It is a sacred name church which rejects the sacred name movement as
disorganization. They celebrate the Sabbath from Friday sundown to Saturday sundown and see the
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Bible as infalliblesource for salvation. The Assemblies of Yahweh emphasize on a life in harmony and
reject animal sacrifices, meal, and drink offerings.

Other Christians
Church of Christ, Scientist (Christian Science): Mary Baker Eddy is its founder, being one of the few
religious organizations that were founded by a woman. Christian Scientists put great deal of stress on
faith healing. Outsiders are often accusing them that they are reluctant to use modern medicine for
healing life-threatening illnesses. Christian Science practitioners are members of the Church that visit the
sick in order to improve their condition; these practitioners do not have any medical or nursing studies.
Strong criticism came from the outside world in regards to some of the practices that are encouraged by
the Church.
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BEŞALMA VILLAGE CHURCH - Digital reconstruction
Iulian Mitran

Located in southern Moldova, Beşalma, predominantly inhabited by Gagauz Turks, has a truly stunning
local church which dominates the village’s center with its shiny metal-covered domes. The church is a
fine example of Muscovy Baroque, a style that gained a lot of ground in the religious architecture
present in the villages founded by Gagauz Turks and Bulgarians in the 19th century.
The style is known for being a blend of traditional Russian architecture with elements of the Baroque
that came from the West. Unlike Petrine Baroque, which emphasizes more the baroque volumes,
ornaments and patterns, being much less “playful” than its Muscovy counterpart, which has a richer
range of aesthetic motives.
The present model recreates in detail the church from the village center, carefully putting in display
details that are linked to the distinctive plastering and exterior painting. The church has an almost crosslike layout, the main entrance is situated below the bell tower. The bell tower has a tent-like roof, while
the Pantokrator’s Tower has an onion-style dome with golden metal covering.
The dominant color is a kind of deep blue, and all the frames are painted in white. The contrast between
the two creates a truly charming visual effect that highlights the elegance of the church volumes.
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Fig.1. View of corner ornaments
Fig.2. Lateral entrance and corner ornaments
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Ethno-Art: Samtavisi Monastery in Ge orgia

Ethno-Art: Samtavisi Monastery in Georgia
Mariam Mangoshvili

The Samtavisi Monastery is located on the left bank of the Lekhuri River in the Municipality of Kaspi,Samtavisi.
According to a Georgian historical source called Kalmasoba, the monastery was built by the King of Qartli
Vakhtang Gorgasali in 472 together with four other churches and monasteries. Later the monastery was
destroyed over centuries and the smaller version of it was built by the Bishop of Samtavisi, Ilarion Yancheli in
1030. We get the information about the builder of the monastery on the Western door, above the blooming
cross, written in one of the three Georgian alphabets.
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Trip to a 4th cent ury hermit’s cave at Casian, D obrudja

Trip to a 4th century hermit’s cave at Casian, Dobrudja
Iulian Mitran

Found tucked between the hills of central Dobrudja, a region in south-eastern Romania, the cave which once belonged
to Saint Ioan Casian, a local saint being celebrated by the Orthodox Church, attracts annually a significant number of
visitors and pilgrims who are willing to go on a very difficult trip that consists of walking on a very dangerous path
making its way through the rocky slopes of the hills on which the monastery sits in order to reach the cave in which the
hermit spent most of his time.
The path to the cave is extremely dangerous, which results from the fact that the location of the cave is extremely
remote. Believers need to go at first downhill, on a very abrupt path which swirls along the hill’s edges to a rocky
plateau. From that point on they need to climb a narrow lather that makes the access to the hermit’s cave possible.
The cave’s interior is adorned with icons, candles and flowers. The main cave is quite spacious, a smaller shaft can be
accessed from this area which leads to the space in which the hermit used to sleep.
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The hamlet of Casian, formely known as Șeramet, can be seen from the cave’s opening. Once a prosperous little
community, nowadays the tiny Doburjdan settlement hosts only seven inhabitants. The village doesn’t benefit from
any modern amenities, besides electricity. Its remoteness, the fact that the village can be reached only through an
unpaved road that swirls through the neighbouring hills contributed to the migration of the youth, which left behind
the elderly – those that constitute nowadays the villages’ only inhabitants.
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Icons, along with several other religious items, fill the cave’s wall. The lands that are nearby the cave and hamlet
are sometimes referred to as Ținutul Casienilor (Land of the Casians).
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The monastery has two churches, the old one – also refered to as biserica mică (the small church),
and a new church that is currently being constructed. The old church stands outs through its
masonry that is made out of stone blocks.
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